Training Perspectives

Top 10

treasury training tips
Chris Robinson suggests
his best tips for treasury
professionals that have
emerged from EuroFinance
training programmes:
1. Currencies only settle in the country of
the currency. In general, international
payments must move money through a
correspondent bank in the country of
the currency. Holding accounts in
the currency reduces the impact of
correspondent banks.
2. Distributed treasury is the most common
model. Emerging market countries usually
require some local treasury activity,
restricting what is viable to be centralised.
It’s not centralised or decentralised, it’s
how you divide policy, decision making
and execution.
3. Making collections easy from your
customers dictates the instruments and
clearing systems used and therefore the
choice of account locations and structures.
4. Shared services and payment factories do
not create cross-border flows – the flows
are multi-country domestic.
5. Centralise operations first, then
standardise and re-engineer. Never move
and change at the same time.
6. If money moves from entity A to entity B or
from country A to country B, you have a tax
implication. Try to keep cash management
tax neutral.
7. Clearly understand the differences
between notional pooling and zerobalancing. Check how your bank
defines them.

Need quality
treasury
training?
Learn how to effectively put theory into practice
with a EuroFinance training course.
All learning points are explained within the
context of business; enforced with real-life case
studies, group exercises and role plays.
Quality training is essential if you need to:
Improve your cash flow forecasting
Manage and evaluate financial risk
Get better visibilty of your short-term cash
and borrowing
Select the right bank for your needs
Go to www.eurofinance.com/training
to view our full list of courses.

8. Actively monitor counterparty risk,
including OTC instrument settlement risk
for future gains.
9. Only include in an RFP questions about
what you need to know, not what you
already know.
10. Evaluate using SWIFT shared transactions
to minimise the correspondent charge
impact of the new MT 202 COV message
later in 2009.
Chris Robinson, Senior EuroFinance Tutor;
Director of TransactionBanking.com
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